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Abstract
Kodaikanal Solar Observatory (KoSO) has recently digitised the long-term (1906-
2002) disc-blocked Ca II K spectroheliograms. This data has been archived at
https://kso.iiap.res.in. The intriguing features seen in the images are the off-limb
prominences which provides a proxy for understanding the solar magnetic activities
over a long period of time. To make use of this unique dataset we performed calibra-
tion of the raw data and developed an automated technique to identify the prominence
locations on daily images. We use the recorded prominence latitudes to generate their
time-latitude distribution and find clear signature of poleward migration for about 8
cycles complementing the Hα observation in KoSO. We study the drift rate of polar
prominences across solar cycles and latitudes. North-South asymmetries of the drift
rates are also computed. We show how latitudinal distribution of prominences vary
over a period of 11 years and the dominant latitudes in the aggregate distribution. As
one of major sources of coronal mass ejection (CME) is eruptive prominence, the lati-
tudinal distribution of prominences can provide additional input for the understanding
of the generation of CMEs, particularly the slow CMEs. Clear depiction of polar rush
for multiple cycles presented in this work should be valuable in the study of prediction
of solar cycles.
Subject headings: Sun: chromosphere — Sun: prominences — techniques: image
processing — methods: data analysis
1. Introduction
Magnetic field is an important driver of the heterogeneity of the Sun in different temporal
and spatial scales. In the scientific community it has been of immense interest to know the change
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in the distribution and strength of the solar magnetic fields in the past. Continuously monitoring
the solar magnetic field has been possible in recent past with the launch of space-borne telescopes
as for example Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI, on the Solar Heliospheric Observatory, SoHO,
(Hoeksema et al. 1997)) and more recently Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI, on the Solar
Dynamics Observatory, SDO (Fleck et al. 2012)). Before that magnetic field measurements in
low resolution was initiated by ground-based observatories like Mt Wilson and most prominently
by Wilcox Solar Observatory since the year 1976 (Bogart et al. 1992; Murdin 2000). To trace
back the solar magnetic field activity before that different proxies have been studied. Some of the
prominent features serving as proxies are namely sunspots, plages and filaments/prominences.
Prominences are one of the most intriguing structures of the solar atmosphere forming
along magnetic neutral lines. Prominences are features formed above the chromosphere by cool
dense (hundred times cooler and denser than the coronal material) plasma held in place by solar
magnetic fields. At the limb they appear as bright features when observed in optical or EUV
lines. They appear as dark elongated hairlike features on the disk for example in Hα 6562.8 A˚or
in He II 304 A˚ (named as filaments). Prominences present themselves in different morphology,
lifetime and complexity in magnetic field environments. Getting better knowledge of prominences
in different phases of their life time and during different phases of solar cycle can give valuable
insight on the physics of the solar atmosphere. Prominences are broadly classified into two
categories namely quiescent and active. Quiescent prominences are found outside solar active
regions with dimension and lifetime much larger than the active prominences (Magara 2015) and
often associated with explosive phenomena like flares. There have been several studies to correlate
prominence distributions and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) (Gilbert et al. 2000; Gopalswamy
et al. 2003; Schrijver et al. 2008). Lockyer (1908, 1922, 1931) using coronal drawings and
photographs obtained during the total solar eclipse suggested that there is an intimate connection
between the distribution of prominences around the solar limb and the forms of corona.Though
prominences form all over the Sun, their latitudinal distribution changes significantly with time
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being correlated with global properties of large scale magnetic fields on solar surface.
Zone of polar prominences and its poleward migration was discovered by Secchi (1872).
To probe the change in time-latitude distribution of prominences and its heterogeneity for
understanding and predicting solar magnetic fields over longer time scales, one needs long-term,
homogeneous datasets. Prominences were first seen during total solar eclipse. Early history
of prominence observations can be found in Tandberg-Hanssen (1974, 1998). Along with the
observations of on-disc filaments with spectroheliograph systematic prominence observations
also started. As an exception, daily prominence observation at the Kodaikanal Solar Observatory
(KoSO hereafter) started before the observational set-up for Hα was ready. This is because of the
fact that the prominences were observed in Ca II K at KoSO above the solar limb by blocking
the disk. So, full-disk and disk blocked observation started simultaneously at KoSO in Ca II K
wavelength using spectroheliograph. Meudon observatory started prominence observation in Hα
consistently after KoSO since 1919. Lomnicky Peak Observatory also recorded off-limb solar
prominences from 1967 until 2009 in Hα. Recently, ground based disc-blocked prominence
observation in Hα has been initiated at Kanzelhoehe Solar Observatory since 2009.
There have been several works in past using these historical data on prominences. From such
datasets both poleward and equator-ward migration were shown by Abetti (1957). Waldmeier
(1973) established 3 narrow zones, which show different latitudes and different behaviour in
the 11-year cycle namely sunspot prominences, stable long-lived prominences and polar zone
prominences forming at latitudes around 45◦ at minimum and migrating toward poles around
solar maximum with velocity of 10 – 25 ms−1. D’Azambuja & D’Azambuja (1948) made a large
number of measurements on filaments and prominences during the period 1919 – 1930 and found
on an average all prominences have a low poleward drift in both the hemispheres. Verma (2000)
studied the distribution and asymmetry of solar active prominences (SAP) for the period 1957 –
1998 (solar cycles 19 – 23) and found that E-W asymmetry of SAP events is not significant. He
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had reported N-S asymmetry of SAP events is significant and it has no relation with the solar
maximum year or solar minimum year during solar cycles. Another study on asymmetry of SAP
spatial distribution was made by Joshi et al. (2009). Liu et al. (2012) using SLIPCAT (Solar
LImb Prominence CAtcher and Tracker), studied prominences during the period 2007 – 2009.
Shimojo (2013) using Nobeyama Radioheliograph reported the unusual migration of prominences
producing region of activities in the southern hemisphere and interpreted the anomalies from the
distribution of the photospheric magnetic field during the cycles 23-24. Parenti (2014) reviewed
main elements that characterise prominences and filaments as derived from observations.
Most of the above referred works focus on temporal variation in spatial distribution of
prominences. This required a uniform dataset. Combined data from different observatories
require cross calibration otherwise detection techniques with same parameters but as applied
to different data are not comparable. Ryba´k et al. (2011) cross calibrated data from Lomnicky
Peak Observatory (1967 – 2009) and Kanzelhoehe Solar Observatory (2009 – 2010) before
detection of prominences. In this context, it is worth mentioning that KoSO recorded prominence
observations from 1906 until 2002 on daily basis with an instrument of unchanged optics. This
ensured uniformity in the KoSO prominence data quality making it advantageous for feature
detection. Prominence data from Kodaikanal for the period 1904 – 14 is discussed by Evershed
& Evershed (1917) and by Moss (1946) for the period 1905 – 1928. Half-yearly summaries of
prominence observations are published in the Bulletin of the Kodaikanal Observatory. Using this
data, prominence eruption was observed by Evershed (1917). But the notable study from KoSO
prominence data was made by Ananthakrishnan (1952). He performed manual identification of
off-limb prominences during the period 1905 – 1950 and found a relationship between prominence
activity and sunspot cycle. General review and discussion about the prominence data collected
at Kodaikanal observatory was summarised by Ananthakrishnan (1954). KoSO photographic
plates were been recently digitised for the entire duration of observations. It is very interesting to
identify and detect structures such as prominences using computer codes for avoiding human bias
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and increasing speed. Ryba´k et al. (2011) have used the digitized Lomnicky Peak Observatory
and Kanzelhehe Solar Observatory data to detect the off-limb prominence structures through
semi-automated codes. Later, they have cross-calibrated these two data as well.
Our objective was to detect prominence locations from the digitized KoSO data in a fully
automated manner. In this paper, we present an automated technique to identify the prominence
latitudes from entire (1906 – 2002) KoSO Ca II K disc-blocked dataset without being largely
affected by artefacts. We describe Ca II K disk-blocked data in Section 2 followed by methods in
Section 3 encompassing calibration and prominence detection techniques. We finally discuss the
results of the study in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.
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Fig. 1.— Availability of Ca II K disc blocked images at KoSO. a) Representative raw disc blocked
image captured on January 02, 1923; b) Yearly histogram of number of images processed in our
study .
2. Data Description
The Ca II K line is very broad in wavelength coverage with 3 prominent positions such
as K1, K2 and K3 on the line profile. The K3 region (3633.7A˚), is where we see filaments
and prominences similar to those seen in Hα but with much less contrast and less well defined
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boundaries. Photographic observations of solar prominences in Ca II K line (central wavelength
3633.7A˚, passband 0.5A˚) using spectroheliograph were started at Kodaikanal during 1905
(Ananthakrishnan 1954). With weather permitting (when the sky and seeing conditions were
good), the routine solar observations with the prominence spectroscope and the spectroheliograph
were made between 02:00 to 04:30 UT, at KoSO. Due to the unavailability of pole marking on
the images taken before 1906 we use the data starting from 1906. The spectroheliograph was
used for generating the off-limb Ca-K images. This is the same instrument used to make the
Ca-K spectroheliograms as well. In order to get the contrast for the off-limb prominences, the
chromosphere was mechanically blocked by a circular mask of same size before capturing the
image on photographic plates/films. The telescope used for this had an optics with a 30 cm
objective, with f-ratio of f/21 (Priyal et al. 2014). This optics was unchanged throughout study
time ensuring uniformity in quality. The disc blocked images were digitized recently through a
16-bit digitizer unit at KoSO consisting of an uniform illumination source, imaging optics for
proper magnification and a 4096× 4096 CCD cooled at −100◦C. The digitized images from 1906
until 2002 used in our study were in all ‘.fits’ format and of size 4096× 4096 with a pixel size of
≈ 0.88 arcsec /pixel. Figure 1a shows the typical digitized disk-occulted chromospheric image.
The date and time of the observations is written in each of the plate on one side. The white line on
the right bottom corner is the plate holder stick. Two and one single dots on the plate represents
the North and South pole of the sun. Lots of prominences could be seen in the digitized image on
the limb. Figure 1b shows the number of images available in each year. On an average 500 images
are available each year for the analysis. But, after 1970 the number of images taken per year is
less than 200.
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3. Methods
3.1. Calibration
Before detection of prominence locations, the digitised images had to go through few
calibration steps. All the digitized 4096 × 4096 raw images were initially binned to a size of
512 × 512 and ‘Prewitt’ (Sonka et al. 2014) edge detection operator was applied on the same to
highlight the solar disc edge. Subsequently the edge detected image was thresholded to convert
it to a binary form. The resulting binary image had different edge features prominent in the
photographic film in addition to the solar disc. To segregate the disc out of all the features we
used Circle Hough Transform (Sonka et al. 2014; Chatterjee et al. 2016). For reducing the time
and complexity we imparted a small search range about a nominal radius. This nominal radius
value in pixel was obtained by dividing the disc angular size, a function of date, with the image
pixel scale. This gave precise values of disc center coordinates and its radius.
To estimate the large scale intensity variation outside the solar disc, resized 512× 512 images
were blurred using 2D median filter of size 15× 15 pixels and the filtered image was subsequently
resized to original size of 4096 × 4096. This method has been commonly used to estimate
asymmetric center-to-limb variation of intensity in full disc solar Ca II K images (Bertello et al.
2010; Chatterjee et al. 2016). The raw image was thereafter divided with the median filtered
image to generate a normalized image of minimal near-limb intensity fluctuation. Using the
informations obtained from Hough transform, we generated disc centered normalized images with
a margin of 30% of the disc radii (r, in pixels) on both sides of solar disc to have provision of
detecting large prominences. All the disc centered images of size (2b1.3re + 1)× (2b1.3re + 1)
(b.e stands for the nearest integer function or the rounding operation) were converted to images
of size 4096 × 4096. This step made disc radii constant throughout the study time. It can be
seen from Figure 1a that the raw images have north-south pole marking denoted by double and
single dots outside solar disc for north and south poles respectively. By detecting those we found
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the exact angle by which the image has to be rotated so that the North pole will be located right
in upward direction. The region within a radius of 1600 pixels was removed to get rid of any
effect due to any misalignment of blocking disc in the instrument and the actual solar disc. It
is worth mentioning that the misalignment causes a stretch of solar limb to be connected to the
actual prominences causing over-detection. A representative calibrated image from the raw image
depicted in Figure 1a is shown in Figure 2a.
3.2. Detection of Prominence locations
The calibrated images (Ical), described in the last section, with center coordinates (cx, cy)
were first converted to polar form (Ipolar) using the following expression,
Ipolar(R, θ) =

Ical(bcx +R cos θe, bcy +R sin θe), if bcx + |R cos θ|e < 4096 and bcx + |R sin θ|e < 4096
0, otherwise
(1)
with cx = 2048, cy = 2048, 0 ≤ R < b2048
√
2e and 0◦ ≤ θ < 360◦. b.e operation has been used
to get integral pixel coordinates. Subsequently, polar images of size 2896× 360 (Figure 2b) were
produced from disc centered calibrated images of size 4096× 4096 (Figure 2a).
A sequence of polar maps depicting a typical prominence eruption is shown in Figures 3 a-c.
It can be seen that the eruption happened over a time scale of 2 days. The erupting prominence is
marked with red contour. The sequence shows the prominence structure to be gradually rising,
forming a lump on the top and then erupting. The periodic curved patterns in the polar image
Ipol stand for the four straight sides of Ical and the regions above the curved portion are dark due
to no data outside square Ical. It can be seen that the curved edges in Ipol starts appearing for
R > 2048 for obvious reasons. So, for segregating the prominences we considered Ipol pixels
only for 1600 < R < 2000. Within this region we calculated median (medpol) and standard
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deviation (σpol). Thereafter we produced binary image (BWpolar) applying an upper threshold
of (medpol-σpol). Figure 4a depicts the binary image contours overplotted in red on the polar
image shown in Figure 2b. This prominence segmented binary image presents itself with several
problems. Firstly, it captures small scale intensity fluctuations in the background. Secondly,
near the limb sudden jump of intensity occurs as a result of median filtering which connects the
prominence structures making disjoint regions to appear as single connected region. Finally,
the thresholding captures curved artefacts which are manifestations of scratches in the original
images. As the background small scale intensity non-uniformity is not a strong function of θ, the
white pixel count of the binary image should follow the prominence height fluctuations. Using
this idea, we generated prominence count curves as function of θ expressed by-
c(θ) =
∑
R
BWpolar(R, θ)
c(θ) corresponding to Figure 2b is shown in Figure 4b.
It was obvious that local maxima of prominence heights are good representatives of
prominence locations. So, we calculated the locations of local maxima {θM} of c(θ). This process
can be described as,
{θM} = arg
0◦≤θ<360◦
{dc(θ)
dθ
= 0 and
d2nc(θ)
dθ2n
< 0}
We refined these maxima locations by putting a threshold as function of mean (m) and
standard deviation (σ) over c(θM). Finally we described the prominence locations as
Θ = θM(arg
k
{c(θM(k)) > m+ 0.7σ}). The coefficient of σ was selected by several iterations
to select prominence locations efficiently. Count maxima at the locations Θ corresponding to
Figure 4a are marked with red symbols on the count curve c(θ) in Figure 4b. Θ was converted to
prominence latitudes (Lpromin) in the range [−90◦, 90◦] using 2.
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Lpromin =

90◦ − |Θ− 90◦|, if sin Θ > 0
−90◦ + |Θ− 270◦|, otherwise
(2)
Along with the latitudes we also recorded the counts i.e. c(Θ). Figure 4c depicts the
prominence locations with red symbols plotted above the prominences. It can be observed that
the north and south pole markings also get detected as prominences for every image. Also a
prominence having more than one bumps gives rise to detection of two maxima i.e. two locations
close by corresponding to same prominence structure.
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Fig. 2.— Calibration of disc blocked images. a) Disc centered, rotation corrected and background
normalised representative Ca II K disc-blocked image; b) Polar version of (a).
4. Results
Figure 5a shows the monthly sunspot number variation from the Solar Influences Date
Center (SIDC; http://www.sidc.be/silso/datafiles). From the detection of prominence locations
as described in the last section we obtained a time latitude diagram for prominences as shown in
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Fig. 3.— A representative example of the temporal evolution of a prominence as seen in KoSO
Ca II K disc blocked polar maps. The erupting prominence is marked by red contour. a) – d)
correspond to an erupting prominence gradually rising with the formation of a lump at the top and
e) shows the remnant after eruption.
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Fig. 4.— Steps for detection of KoSO Ca II K prominences. a) Red contours correspond to the
segmented regions after intensity thresholding of the polar map. b) Counts of detected pixels along
radius (a) for each angle w.r.t. solar equator is plotted and local maxima with higher counts in red
symbols are considered to be locations of prominence structures and pole markings. c) Prominence
locations from (b) over plotted on (a).
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Figure 5b. From the diagram we immediately notice the clear signature of poleward migration
till the close vicinity of poles. Though prominences are off-limb signatures of filaments, the
signature of filament poleward migration in Hα was limited to certain latitudes as shown by
Chatterjee et al. (2017) from KoSO data because of projection effect, poor contrast near limb and
artefacts. Information about off-limb prominences from KoSO Ca II K disc-blocked images in
that sense act as a complimentary dataset to the Hα. Figure 5b shows clear non-linear trends of
prominence polar migration for cycles 15, 16, 17, 18,19 and 21 in both northern and southern
hemispheres. Polar branch remains clear for northern hemisphere in cycle 20 whereas that in the
southern hemisphere it is affected by periodic vertical ridges of non-solar origin. This comes due
to artefacts in the images during that period. The nature of polar rush from cycle 15 until cycle 18
can be directly compared with the time-latitude plots depicted in Ananthakrishnan (1952, 1954).
It is worth mentioning that manual detection in Ananthakrishnan (1952) shows close
agreement with the automated detection presented here, in terms of time-latitude distribution of
prominences. The development and progress of prominence activity in the low and high latitude
zones is a topic of interest. As pointed in Ananthakrishnan (1954), after sunspot minimum
prominence activity begins to develop in the high latitude zones between 40◦ − 50◦ and with
progression in sunspot activity, those latitudes shifts towards pole with a rapid rush near sunspot
maximum.
We observe very similar phenomena in our time-latitude plot. It can be noted from Figure 5a
and Figure 5b that during the epoch of sunspot number maxima concentration of polar filaments
become maximum near the poles and they disappear immediately after the sunspot maxima. They
again start appearing towards pole from latitude of ≈ 50◦ near cycle minima. Also, near minima
there is consistent decrease in prominence density in low latitudes for almost all the cycles. This
supports the fact that prominences are generated at higher latitudes during minima and with
advancement of cycle one group of prominence migrate towards pole with increasing drift rate
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and another group gets distributed from equator to a latitude of ≈ 45◦. We tried to segregate the
the polar prominences for every cycle with latitude ' 50◦. After segregation we fit a 2nd degree
polynomial fits for every cycle until cycle 21 depicting polar prominence location as a function
of time (Figure 5). Because of less density of data no polynomial fit to the polar branch was
performed cycle 22 onwards. In order to understand about variation of latitudinal distribution of
prominences from our detection, we computed the yearly prominence counts for different latitude
bands for different phases of solar cycle. Yearly plots of prominence counts radially for different
latitudes are presented in Figures 6 a – k show dominance of different latitudes over a period of 11
years starting from 1929 until 1939. It can be observed that the distributions start bifurcating from
1933 creating prominent northern and southern humps and polar prominences start dominating
from 1935 and sustain till 1937. This result is in agreement with the one presented in Figure 1(c)
of Ananthakrishnan (1954).
We calculate the average latitudes for the aggregate distribution over 1929-1939 (Figure 6l)
which show ≈ ±37◦ as dominant latitudes for northern and southern hemispheres. We calculate
the derivative of the fitted 2nd degree polynomial representing polar rush of prominences at
different latitude for both northern and southern hemispheres. For each latitude we compute the
cycle wise variation of prominence drift rates (Figures 7a-f). We used 5 latitudes starting from 60◦
until 85◦ in 5◦ steps for this purpose. Drift rates are seen to vary within a range of≈ 5◦− 30◦/year.
It can also be observed that for all the latitudes drift rate (degrees/year) is highest for cycle 17 in
the northern hemisphere. We don’t see the same thing happening for south. For all latitudes 19th
cycle shows highest drift rates in the southern hemisphere. This presents an inherent asymmetry
of north and south in terms of poleward migration. This asymmetry can be important in predicting
north-south asymmetry of following sunspot cycle and also may have some implications in the
double peak behaviour of solar cycles.
Following the idea as presented in a recent study by Petrovay et al. (2017) on coronal green
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line data, we made linear fits to the northern and southern hemisphere polar branches from our
detection for the cycles 15 until 21. The least square linear fits are depicted by orange lines in
Figure 8a. From the straight line fits we record the rate (rn) of polar rush for every cycle (n)
and the epochs where polar branches reach pole (TPn). Using the Greenwich sunspot area data
(http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/greenwch.shtml) we also find the epochs of sunspot area
maxima (TSn) for both north and south. From the mentioned two epoch we calculate the delay
∆tn as TSn+1 − TPn. Subsequently, we check the linear correlation between ∆t and r. We find a
linear Pearson correlation of 0.6 which is significant as p-value is less than 0.05 (Figure 8b). This
also in agreement with the correlation found by Petrovay et al. (2017) between same parameters
with n ranging from 18 until 23. Based on our data with n ranging from 15 until 21, we make
linear fit expressing ∆tn = a1rn + a2. From, the least square fir we find a1 = 0.25 years2/degree
and a2 = 6.12 years. This can be used together with Waldmier effect (Waldmeier 1935; Petrovay
et al. 2017) and “minmax3” rule (Cameron & Schu¨ssler 2007; Petrovay et al. 2017).
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present the calibration and processing of RAW disc blocked Ca II K
dataset (1914 – 2007) from the Kodaikanal Solar Observatory. We have produced disc centered,
rotation corrected images and subsequent polar maps for the entire available dataset. To the best
of our knowledge this is probably the first detailed results presented for off-limb prominences
observation from a single observatory on a daily basis for the longest stretch of time. We framed
an automated method relying on intensity thresholding of polar maps and segmented pixel counts
to estimate latitudinal location of prominences. Salient features of the new findings are listed here.
• We have generated the time-latitude distribution of off-limb prominences depicting a clear
signature of polar rush for several cycles mimicking those presented in Ananthakrishnan
(1952).
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Fig. 5.— KoSO Ca II K off-limb prominence locations versus time. a) SIDC monthly sunspot
number plotted from the year 1903 until 2003; b) Time-latitude distribution of the prominences
clearly depicting polar rush till latitudes close to 90◦ for cycles 15-21. Noise allover appears
mainly because of the small scale background intensity non uniformities recorded as prominences
from the polar plots. Migration till poles for the prominence locations after 1985 is not clearly
observed because of less density and poor quality of data; c) Extracted poleward drift by fitting
2nd degree polynomial for prominences of latitude ' 50◦. It is worth noting that epochs of polar
prominences reaching close to poles are roughly coincident with sunspot number maxima.
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Fig. 6.— Yearly latitudinal distribution of KSO Ca II K off-limb prominences. a) - k) represent
latitudinal distribution of prominences from the year 1929 until 1939 respectively; l) Latitudinal
distribution of prominences integrated over the time period 1929-1939.
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Fig. 7.— Cycle wise latitudinal drift rate of polar prominences. a)-f) show the variation of drift
rates (degrees/year) with solar cycle number at latitudes 60◦, 65◦, 70◦, 75◦, 80◦, 85◦ respectively for
both northern and southern hemispheres. It is worthing noting that the trends are asymmetric for
north and south. For all the latitudes drift rate in northern hemisphere is maximum for cycle 17
and drift rate in southern hemisphere is maximum for cycle 19.
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• We studied latitudinal count distribution of prominences over a period of 11 years and found
out different dominant latitudes at different phases of the period being consistent with the
finding of Ananthakrishnan (1954). We note that the dominant latitude of the aggregate
distribution over a period of 11 years is ≈ 37◦, in both northern and southern hemispheres.
• We segregated polar prominences with latitude greater than 50◦ and fitted 2nd degree
polynomial to find drift toward pole over time. Drift rates were found to be varying over
time. This implies that the latitudes of polar prominences change non-linearly with time.
• We studied the cycle wise variation of polar prominence at different latitudes from the 2nd
degree polynomial fits. We clearly observed for all the latitudes cycle 17 had maximum
drift rate in the northern hemisphere whereas in the southern hemisphere the maximum drift
was found to be in cycle 19 for all the latitudes among the cycles 15-21.
• Using the polar rush extracted from our prominence data, we could validate the linear
correlation between rate of polar-rush and delay between epochs of polar branch reaching
pole and subsequent cycle sunspot area maxima as depicted by Petrovay et al. (2017) using
coronal green line data. This establishes the potential of KoSO prominence data for solar
cycle prediction.
Polar rush has important implication to meridional flow (Wang et al. 2002) and turbulent diffusion
(Petrovay et al. 2017). The computed linear and nonlinear polar migration rates as presented in
this article, from the KoSO historical prominence data may effectively constrain such parameters.
For example, meridional flow for a solar cycle in the simulation by Wang et al. (2002) has
been scaled according to the solar activity of the same cycle i.e. higher the activity more is the
meridional flow rate. We indeed find maximum rate of poleward migration in southern hemisphere
for the most active cycle i.e. cycle 19. The may imply the correlation between rate of polar rush
and meridional circulation. Also as reported in Mun˜oz-Jaramillo et al. (2012), such study about
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proxy of polar field evolution is important as sunspot area combined with polar field evolution
gives a complete picture of the long-term variation of solar hemispheric magnetic field. It has been
shown before that polar faculae is a good proxy for polar magnetic field with 11 years average
periodicity and also that the faculae count become maximum during solar minima (Sheeley 2008).
So, KoSO data of prominences as presented here combined with historical polar faculae data can
prove to be important in predicting epoch and strength of future cycles.
As future works, we plan to segregate the areas of the individual prominences and study their
temporal variation. We also wish to cross-calibrate our data with other observatories recording
off-limb prominences such as LSO and KSO to improve the statistics. Though our study provided
some indication about dominant latitudes of prominences, we want to perform a rigorous study to
classify prominences based on their association with active regions for such long data series. This
can prove to be important for predicting big solar events in terms of location. We will combine
our Hα data series with this long off-limb Ca II K dataset to associate filament morphologies and
prominences eruptions. Coronal green line (5303A˚) data (Sykora 1985; Minarovjech et al. 1998,
2007; Petrovay et al. 2017) is an useful source to add to KoSO prominence dataset for bringing
continuity. We further plan to cross calibrate our prominence data with SoHO EIT dataset to make
it up to date. Some of these projects will be taken up soon.
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Fig. 8.— Linear trend of KoSO Ca II K off-limb polar prominence migration and its correlation
with subsequent cycle. a) Straight lines fitted to polar branches of |latitude| > 50◦ from cycle
15 through cycle 21 shown in orange. b) Rate of polar migration (r) from straight line fit plotted
against ∆t, the time delay between the epoch of polar branch reaching poles for nth cycle and
epoch of sunspot area maxima for (n + 1)th cycles for both north and south. Cycle numbers (n)
are indicated beside the symbols. The red line is the linear fit between r and ∆t.
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